Business Analytics
Training courses

An Introduction on to TM1
Participants will learn about creating and using cube views.

An Introduction to Cognos
Analytics

Subset Editor - personalising cube views. Perspectives

Author Professional Reports Fundamentals is designed

- interoperability with Excel including Snapshots, Slices

for report authors to learn report building techniques

and Active Forms. Dimension Editor - Elements, Types,

using relational data models, and ways of enhancing,

Consolidations and Hierarchies. TM1 Web - Cube view to

customizing, and managing professional reports, use

Web view and Excel to Websheets. Understanding use of

of External Data and for those with some Cognos 10.x

sand boxes, Inputting data and use of spreading functions,

background, new navigation vs. old Toolbar. Report

participants will learn about OLAP dimensional cubes. This

Properties and Scheduling. This course teach navigation

course is a hands on workshop for new TM1 users.

for Cognos Analytics. Delegates will participate in hands-

Duration - 2 days

on demos and workshops that illustrate key concepts

Cognos Analytics Advanced
This builds on the fundamentals course, showing authors
how to harness the power of multiple query reports
using joins and union, As well as Creating reports using
Dimensional data. It introduces templates and reusable
report elements and demonstrates how to create
advanced interactive reports using prompts to control
sorting and display options, with hyperlinks for navigation
and embedded HTML to provide tooltips. Also covered
is the automatic distribution of filtered reports to user

while learning how to use the product.
Duration - 2 days

TM1 Design and Develop Models
Course is available on Performance Modeller or Architect.
This three day classroom course will teach modelers
how to build a complete model in TM1. Through a series
of hands-on exercises, you will learn how to create and
customise dimensions and cubes, import and link data and
build and maintain applications.

groups using bursting and master-detail report concepts.

Duration - 3 days

Technical Appendix for more information and finally some

Also available online - 30 day self-paced virtual course

basic Customisation.
Duration - 2 days

This intermediate course is for Modelers.

Business Analytics - Training

Cognos BI Report Studio

Cognos BI Framework Manager

Author Professional Reports Fundamentals is designed

Design Metadata Models provides participants with

for report authors to learn report building techniques

introductory to advanced knowledge of metadata

using relational data models, and ways of enhancing,

modelling concepts and how to model metadata for

customizing,

reports.

predictable reporting and analysis results using Framework

Delegates will participate in hands-on demos and

Manager. Participants will learn the full scope of the

workshops that illustrate key concepts while learning how

metadata modelling process from initial project creation,

to use the product.

to publishing of metadata to the Web, enabling end users

and

managing

professional

Duration - 2 days

to easily author reports and analyze data.
Duration - 3 days

Cognos Professional
Reports Author Advanced
This builds on the fundamentals course, showing authors
how to harness the power of multiple query reports using
joins and unions. It introduces templates and reusable
report elements and demonstrates how to create
advanced interactive reports using prompts to control
sorting and display options, with hyperlinks for navigation
and embedded HTML to provide tooltips. Also covered is
the automatic distribution of filtered reports to user groups
using bursting and master-detail report concepts.
Duration - 2 days

Cognos Planning Analyst and
Planning Manager
Provides an overview of Cognos Planning and the
navigation and development skills to build and maintain
budgeting and forecasting models in Analyst and Manager.
This includes building D-Lists, D-Cubes, D-Links, Allocation
Tables, D-Cube Allocations, Data Input and Importing Data
via File Maps, Conditional Formulae, Overview of Built
in Functions, Macros and Excel-Add-In, Publishing and
Exporting data, User Maintenance and Administration.
Duration - 2 days

Barrachd creates intelligent analytics solutions. We work with

In addition to these courses we also offer bespoke

cutting-edge technology, pushing it to its limits to create solutions

training designed around your own specification and

that solve problems for some of the country’s best-known

needs. Our customised training ensures that we focus on

businesses.

what you need to know and no time is wasted on subject

Our job is to help our customers piece together the data that they

areas that are just not relevant.

have to ensure they have all the answers they need, exactly when
they need them. Intelligent analytics isn’t just about using the
best technology, though. We get under the bonnet of our clients’
business, understanding their pains and problems to ensure we
create the very best solution, tailored specifically to their needs.
Our analytics consultants are amongst the best and most
experienced in the UK. It’s their thinking and experience, married
with industry-leading technology, that provides the foundation for

The location of the training is entirely up to you too. It
can be delivered in the Barrachd office in Edinburgh or inhouse either at your premises or a location that suits you.
All our courses are Barrachd run, using an accredited IBM
trainer. If you would like more information please call 0131
564 0575 or email nikki.walker@barrachd.com to book
your course today.

everything we do.
Find out more about what we do, how we do it and who we work
with at www.barrachd.com

For more information call Barrachd on: 0131 564 0575 or email: info@barrachd.com

